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ironies of politics they were in office a few months later, and it
was by Lord R. Churchill and Lord Salisbury that this com-
promise, a good one in all the circumstances, was eventually
(10 September) carried through. The episode revealed the wis-
dom of Gladstone's withdrawal from Afghanistan in 1880, which
had enabled Afghan Nationalism to show a united front against
Russian aggression.
In reviewing these foreign episodes it is necessary to glance
back at the orientations of the Great Powers.  Since 1871 Ger-
many under Bismarck had been the leading Power, and Bis-
marck's chief preoccupation had been fear of France.  In 1872
he had formed the Dreikaiserbund—an entente between the Ger-
man, Russian, and Austrian Emperors.  In 1875 *&& German
general staff had pressed for a preventive war to crush France's
revival; the idea was nipped in the bud by Tsar Alexander II,
with some support from Queen Victoria; but the Dreikaiserbund
survived this difference.  It did not, however, survive the Con-
gress of Berlin in 1878; when the Balkan rivalries of Russia and
Austria-Hungary placed Bismarck in a dilemma, and the adroit
pressure of Beaconsfield so sharpened it that the German chan-
cellor was compelled to come on the Austrian side and deeply
mortified St. Petersburg.   There followed in 1879 an alliance
between Germany and Austria-Hungary. Meanwhile with the
idea of dividing Great Britain from France Bismarck had made
repeated suggestions to us to appropriate Egypt; and to effect a
similar division between France and Italy he urged France to
take Tunis. The latter project rather suited Great Britain, which
preferred not to see both shores of the Mediterranean's wasp*
waist held by a single Power; and at Berlin in 1878 Beaconsfield
and Salisbury had urged it on the French delegate, Waddington*
It was carried out in 1881, and our own occupation of Egypt in
1882, and both the cleavages which Bismarck desired resulted*
That between England and France over Egypt lasted twenty
years, and that between France and Italy over Tunis cannot yet
be deemed extinct after more than half a century.  From both
Germany derived far-reaching gains.  Italy was driven almost
immediately to join her and Austria-Hungary in what thence-
forth became the Triple Alliance (20 May 1882) * Great Britain's
subjection was more subtle. The Gladstone cabinet had followed
events without understanding them.  They had never wanted
to occupy Egypt; and there is nothing to show that they ever

